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About Brahma Kumaris
The Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University teaches Raja Yoga a form of
meditation that relaxes the mind and nurtures a healthy balance between ones inner
and outer worlds. This study comprises of spiritual knowledge that nurtures respect
for all faith traditions, coherently explains the nature of soul, God, time, and karma,
and delineates an enlightened lifestyle. Through numerous social service activities and
partnerships, this institution promotes spiritual understanding, leadership with integrity and
elevated actions towards a better world. The University is part of a worldwide network of over
8,500 centres in more than 100 countries, the first of which was founded in India in the 1930s.

Message by Dadi Janki
Safety through Spiritual Life-Skills is a Brahma Kumaris Initiative dedicated
to the United Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety (2011-2020).
In the decade ahead the UN is asking the world’s citizens to take
constructive actions to assure we are safe on the roads. But our outer actions
are the manifestation of our inner state of awareness. So the Brahma
Kumaris propose to support this UN Decade of Action for Road Safety with
a Decade of Awareness for Road Safety: Safety through Spiritual Life Skills.
Spiritual life-skills are principles of outer action based on higher levels of inner awareness. The
connective strand between inner awareness and outer action is straightforward and crucial to
creating lasting change: As is our awareness so is our attitude; as is our attitude so is our
vision; as is our vision so is our action; and as is our action so is our world. Thus if we want to
take action for road safety, we must first attend to the proper awareness for road safety.
Thus if we drive and walk on our roads with a high level of awareness for the value of life, then
our attitude will be alert to the responsibilities of driving and walking on busy roads and to the
need for caution and care. If our attitude is responsible and careful then our vision will be
peaceful, patient and loving. With such a vision of peace, patience and love, our actions will
reflect that:
 We will see the whole of the situation around us -the pedestrians on the side of the road,
the drivers in front of us, and the drivers behind us. We will sense if they are in a hurry,
distracted, or falling asleep at the wheel.
 We will slow down to accommodate them, come to a full stop at lights and crossroads,
and signal to let others know what we are doing.
 We will make sure we are fully awake when we drive; and we will not allow phones or
conversations to distract us;
When we act in these ways then our roads will become safe places to be, and all of us using the
roads will find ourselves living in the awareness of the preciousness of life.
Dadi Janki
Administrative Head
Brahma Kumaris
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Introduction
The 3 United Nations Global Road Safety Week (GRSW) from 4 – 10 May 2015 was observed
on the theme ‘Children and Road Safety’; officially tagged by the UN as #SaveKidsLives. The
Brahma Kumaris Road Safety team engaged in the #SaveKidsLives campaign designed multiple
activities to create awareness and generate positive actions in light of practical spiritual wisdom
with applications for responsible road behavior.
rd

The aim is to bring the pertinent cause of road safety to the attention of local and national
leaders, to engage maximum citizens to support the cause and to inspire responsible action by
educating children and enhancing awareness. The objective is to support the UN in one of the
milestone events in the Decade of Action for Road Safety. The implementation was
accomplished as a part of the on-going road safety initiative of the Brahma Kumaris titled
‘Safety through Spiritual Life-Skills’.
ABOUT ‘SAFETY THROUGH SPIRITUAL LIFE SKILLS’ INITIATIVE
‘Safety through Spiritual Life Skills’ is the on-going project initiative
dedicated to the United Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011–
2020 (DARS).This project is designed to align with the fourth pillar ‘Safer Road Users’ of the Global Plan forDARS.
The overall aim of this project is to reduce the incidence of road
accidents by inspiring and educating individuals to practice safe road
behavior.
The Specific Objectives include:
1. To create awareness amongst multiple stakeholders about road safety and their role in making
roads safer.
2. To popularize practical meditation as a means to enhance mental stability and concentration
while travelling / driving.
3.To promote a culture of driving with dignity, courtesy and adherence to rules and de-glamorize
speed and disobedience of rules.
We are all aware that a mind disturbed by thoughts and emotions of fear, worry, anger and such
tendencies heavily impacts concentration, presence of mind and thus delays reflexes and
responses. This jeopardizes life in a heavily mechanized environment today. Spiritual life skills
help individuals get a grip of their inner world and effectively steer their thoughts, emotions,
attitudes and actions to bring benefit and safety to the self and others.
The ‘human’ element underpins almost all contributors to road collisions. The cumulative effect
of change in ‘human’ perspectives and behavioral patterns, across various stakeholders, is
believed to contribute to better road management systems, safer road users and safer roads.
Human nature is adaptable; road accidents are preventable.
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GLOBAL ROAD SAFETY WEEK RESOURCES
To fulfill the aims and objectives, following are some of the resources which were developed and
disseminated before and during the GRSW: (Each title below is a hyperlink to view the resource)

Emailers

Road Safety
Rhymes

Graphics

Video
Animations

Celebrity
Messages

E-Mail Campaign: Short attractive mailers were designed on road safety specific themes. Each
email included five elements: fact/statistic, cartoon graphic, spiritual skill, positive affirmations
and video/animation. These emails were mass circulated through HR teams of corporate houses
in observance of this global week. An excerpt from one of the emails is copied below and a copy
of each of the emails is uploaded here.
Element
Info / Stats
Graphic
Spiritual Skill to practice today
Positive Affirmations to feel the difference
Video - Road Safety Rhymes

Content
Policy Development
Harmony in Travel
Exchange Value for Value
Creating Harmony… along life’s journey
Meet Policeman Stern….

Short Poems by Children: In synchrony with
the GRSW theme ‘Children & Safety’, videos
of short poems were developed where kids
came together to sing rhymes and demonstrate
road safety messages for all. Link to these
videos is here.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a Bike,
Humpty Dumpty had a great slide,
All the police and people were surprised,
Helmet was Humpty’s great pride!
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Road Safety Graphics: To facilitate global outreach through social media, visual messages of
the European Cartoon Style were developed. These were created around some fundamental safe
practices of helmet use, driving without consumption of alcohol, refrain from use of mobile
phones while driving, respecting the traffic lights, not speeding beyond safe limits, refrain from
road rage, no overloading of goods carrier, pedestrian safety, etc.
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Video Animations: Five illustrative animations on the theme ‘Havaldar Kadak’ (Policeman
Stern) were developed to be shared via online web and social media. These animations have been
developed in Hindi, with English sub-titles available. Road Safety themes have been selected for
each, namely – Following traffic lights, Seat limit on two wheelers, Use of Seat Belt, Use of
Helmet and refrain from use of mobile phones and using the zebra crossing while crossing the
roads.
These can be viewed here.

Video
Animations

Celebrity Messages: Messages by local leaders and popular celebrities were recorded. Alka
Yagnik - renowned playback singer in India, Ramdas Kadam - Cabinet Minister for
Environment, Govt. of Maharashtra, India, Kunika Lal - Indian TV actor, producer & social
activist and others. A child artist - Bhavya Gandhi a.k.a. Tappu from a popular TV serial ‘Taarak
Mehta Ka Oolta Chashma’ also shared his road safety message. These were shared and will be
shared further for inspiring people to follow road rules and support the cause of road safety.
These can be viewed here.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CAMPAIGN – 4 TO 10 MAY 2015

UN Child Declaration Drive: More than 85,000
signatures have been collected globally and it is striking to see that
these signatures came from about 73 countries. These signatures
are dedicated to the UN target of 2,00,000 signed declarations
support. To inspire citizens to get informed and support the UN
Child Declaration several public outreach programs were
organized at public places, educational institutes, with other
supportive organizations etc. It is commendable that major number
of signatures came from Sri Lanka where a team of 60 volunteers
reached about 240 schools in a week.

Countries Active in Global Outreach: Road safety
awareness programs have been reported from five countries
namely India, Mauritius, Nigeria, Kazakhstan and Sri Lanka.
 Email Campaign Outreach: The email campaign was welcomed by
corporates as they expressed support for the GRSW. Thousands of emails
have been circulated daily, one email a day for the duration of a week.
Readers were encouraged to read the child declaration and sign it online.
The campaign provided a platform to interact with local and national
leaders and involve them in making roads a safer place for road users,
especially children. This campaign was an opportunity for various
stakeholders to come together and gain insights about the new concept of road safety through
spiritual life skills.
 Public Programs and Interactive Sessions with Kids: These events were especially
inspiring for participants of all age groups and guided them to supplement the discipline of
following road rules with moral and social ethics and virtues, as they take on any mode of
travel on public roads.
 Thank You Cards: Throughout the week, use of ‘Thank
You’ cards for drivers of transport vehicles was
encouraged and at places children were leading the way
to inspire many.

The road safety graphics, emailers and videos developed during this campaign will continue to
be available on social media platform for others to read and practice in daily travel thus
contributing to enhancing road safety.
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Country Wise Activities
SRI LANKA
Road Safety activities were actively witnessed in Sri Lanka with an alarming number of support
signatures collected for the #SaveKidsLives campaign.
Representatives from the Brahma Kumaris met the Zonal Directors of Education from various
districts in the country and sought their approval and consent for the #SaveKidsLives campaign.
A group of 60 active road safety ambassadors reached out to 240 plus schools during the GRSW.
All the schools welcomed this initiative and participated with lot of zeal and enthusiasm. Kids
and the school staff showed active participation in reading the UN Child declaration at the school
assembly and signing for support. It was a good platform to reach out to such an enthusiastic
gathering of children who showed tremendous interest for road safety.

Photo Gallery – Sri Lanka
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MAURITIUS
Mauritius held several programs during the GRSW for a wider section of public including
programs for professionals, public, school children, meditation center and social welfare center.
The presentations were attended by key leaders who spoke highly about the initiative and
appreciated the efforts. The various activities promoted safe, legal and responsible road use to
reduce road casualties.
The Nouvelle Decouverte Social Welfare
Centre under the aegis of the Ministry of
Social Security, National Solidarity and
Reform Institutions organised a half day
Workshop on“Road Safety through SelfTransformation and Exhibition on Road
Safety” for primary students of the locality,
neighbouring organisations and general
public at large.
The Programme was launched in the
presence of three Ministers namely Hon Mr
Pravind Jugnauth, Minister of Technology,
Communication and Innovation, Hon (Mrs) Leela Devi Dookun-Luchoomun, Minister of
Education and Human Resources, Tertiary Education and Scientific Research, and Hon Mr
Yogida Sawmynaden, Minister of Youth and Sport launched the workshop and they addressed
the audience with good notes on such an excellent project.
There was a live performance in local language ‘kreol’, a song
on ‘sekirite routier’ by the artists of the ‘Celestial Artists
Association’. The Declaration ‘SavesKidsLives’ was read by
upper primary students of the Nouvelle Découverte
Government School.

The Road Safety Project Co-ordinator from
Brahma Kumaris, Mr P K Jagutpal elaborated on issues related to behavioural factors and the
need for transforming attitudes, the significance of driving as a responsibility, not a right and the
importance of having a peaceful and relaxed state of mind to ensure safe travel. Mr Dev Kumar
Kissoon, representative of the Road Traffic Branch (Police), spoke about the legal aspects and
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necessary precautions for Road Safety. The exhibition on road safety displayed 20 giant charts
which were prepared and explained to the children by the Brahma Kumaris. The feedback of the
guests and participants was very positive.
National Broadcasting MBC TV, Radio and newspapers successfully covered the programme of
the day. This was broadcasted the same day in the TV news bulletin which has built enthusiasm
for the Road Safety Week.
Besides this, a presentation on GRSW at Inner Space, Ebene for professionals and public and an
Interactive session with students at Hampton School Curepipe were the featured activities in
Mauritius.

“The road safety awareness
campaign is a laudable initiative of
Brahma Kumaris and is an example
for other NGO’s to follow” - Hon Mr
Pravind Jugnauth, Minister of
Technology, Communication and
Innovation, Mauritius

“Superb initiative to inculcate the
right values in our youth. Keep up
the wonderful work” - Hon Mrs
Leela Devi Dookun-Luchoomun,
Minister of Education and Human
Resources, Tertiary Education and
Scientific Research

Detailed Report– Mauritius

Photo Gallery – Mauritius
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KAZAKHSTAN
Kazakhstan activities were focused amongst awareness of road safety especially amongst young
children. Three interactive programs were held for kids on road safety concepts thus sowing the
seeds of responsible and safe road travel in them.
The kinder-garden children listened carefully to the meaning of the virtues which need to be
practiced in life for road safety. Even the children's parents who were present agreed to be
responsible for ensuring the safety of children. Children created thank-you cards with heartfelt
safety messages for their parents and also promised to inspire parents to follow safety norms
while driving. Children understood responsibility for their own behavior, they realized that their
actions can disrupt and affect the emotional state of their parents at the time of driving.
Children created an exhibition of their creative works so
that children of some groups could meet with creativeness
of others. Due to this campaign the children learned to
appreciate and thank the elders for their care. With huge joy
the children thanked the drivers of kindergarten's bus and
presented cards with the words "Thank you, Uncle, for a
safe journey".
In the second event, the meetings and lessons were organized for pupils of the sixth grades where
the pupils shared their impressions about the present situation of the road safety and created their
own statements for the road safety regulation in the form of paintings, cards and short poems.

In the third event, pupils of the age group 7 to 18 years gathered at the art studio of Almaty
(Kazakhstan) and discussed some themes about how parents can ensure the safety of children
while traveling. The children expressed their feelings and thoughts through their creativity.
Pupils of the Art Studio made the thanks giving cards with slogans and wishes and gifted them to
drivers.

Group of pupils with signatures of UN Child
Declaration

A group of young artists with their created posters
and paintings for the traveling exhibition
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Throughout the week, the pupils collectively created posters, paintings, drawings for the
traveling exhibition “Children and road safety”.

Group with signatures of Brahma Kumaris Road
Safety Pledge

Groups of pupils with created posters and
paintings for the traveling exhibition

The collection of creative works of the Art Studio’s pupils was added and completed with
painting of children from other schools and then it was presented to several institutions of the
city. Thanks to the traveling exhibition of children's creative works, the society had the
opportunity to be aware of the views and opinions of children about the road safety and "hear the
voice" of child.

Detailed Reports - Kazakhstan

Photo Gallery - Kazakhstan
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INDIA
Activities in India featured diverse events including public outreach, meeting and sharing the
road safety initiative with dignitaries and professionals, drawing competitions, rallies,
educational talks, collaboration with NGOs, social media campaign; each event encouraging
citizens to sign the child declaration.
Public Outreach: The GRSW activities in India comprised of outreach to the masses at public
places like Mumbai Suburban railway stations (Borivali, Kandivali and Malad), at parks and
gardens, at petrol pumps, besides reaching out to schools, colleges, educational institutes and
other social groups. At some locations, children read out the child declaration, thus increasing
the impact percentage (Jogeshwari event).

Borivali Railway Station, Mumbai

Petrol Pump at Kandivali, Mumbai

Collaborations: Brahma Kumaris joined a collaborated event
with Western India Automobile Association (WIAA) at B. D.
Somani International School (Cuffe Parade, Mumbai) where
approximately 500 children received road safety tips. In another
event in collaboration with WIAA and FIA a drawing
competition was organized for kids at the Child Observation
Center in Mumbai.
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Dignitaries and Professionals: Reaching out to the leaders and their signing the declaration
brings more attention to Road Safety. At a meeting with the Hon’ble Governor of Maharashtra
Mr. C. Vidyasagar, he was apprised of Brahma Kumaris participation in the SaveKidsLives
project, and he willingly signed the declaration form. Support signatures were also obtained from
leading stakeholders such as Mr. Pratap Dighavkar DCP (Traffic) Mumbai, Mr. Edil J. Katrak
President, Western India Automobile Association (WIAA), Mr. Nitin Dossa Executive Chairman
of WIAA, Mr. S. Panigrahy, National Head, TATA Motors, etc.
At an exclusive gathering of more than 150
advocates from Mumbai, the #SaveKidsLives
Campaign was shared and almost everybody
supported it and also signed the declaration. The
Chief Guest Mr. S. Datir Metropolitan Magistrate –
Andheri Court and Guest of Honor Ms.Anita Bafna,
Advocate-on-Record, Supreme Court of India also
signed and encouraged this global initiative. Video
of reading the child declaration at the event can be
viewed here.
Social Media Campaign: An active social media campaign was run throughout the GRSW
where daily road safety statistical facts, spiritual tips, positive affirmations and video for the day
were shared to spread awareness. The email campaign designed for the week was promptly
circulated to mailing lists of organizations like CholaMangalam Group, TATA Motors, Wadhwa
Developers, Ekta World, Western Indian Automobile Association, etc. The seven emails
designed for the week can be viewed here.
In the various road safety messages shared through the social media, readers were encouraged to
read the UN Child declaration and sign it online. In addition to the 11 languages in which the
Child declaration has been made available by the UN, the declaration was also translated in
Hindi language for wider reach in several parts of India.
Drawing Competitions: Brahma Kumaris organized drawing competitions on road safety
themes and also shared basic insights on road safe practices with the participating children.
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Rallies: City of Vishakhapatnam held rallies and talks with various stakeholders in transportation
sector and also amongst social groups inspiring all to adopt safer road practices.

Educational Programs: Many educational programs, especially for children were organized
during the week. One such example is the Electronic City in Bangalore held programs at
educational institute, charitable trust and meditation center for safer road safety
awareness.Similar programs were conducted in other cities like Rajkot, Hyderabad, Mumbai and
Ahmedabad.

Photo Gallery– India
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BK at the UN … Journey So Far
The Brahma Kumaris core expertise at the United Nations is the cultivation of pure awareness
and reaffirming faith in the dignity and worth of the human person. The practical applications of
'spiritual technology' with the components of awareness, attitude, vision, action, and the world.
The BKs strive always to promote awareness and highlight the great aspirations of the purpose
and principles of the UN. In doing so, they initiate international projects to provide people from
around the world with an opportunity to participate in activities of social and humanitarian
concerns.
The Brahma Kumaris have been in Consultative Status with ECOSOC since 1983. From 1983 to
1997 they held a Roster status, and in 1998 were granted a General Consultative Status. The
Brahma Kumaris also is in consultative status with UNICEF, and affiliated to the Department of
Public Information (DPI) which is accredited observer organization to UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Read more here.

MESSAGE BY GAYATRI NARAINE: BRAHMA KUMARIS’ REPRESENTATIVE TO THE UN
SAFETY FIRST -- STOP, LOOK, LISTEN: We are all aware of the neon
colored sign posts along the roads as we drive our vehicles. The UN Decade
for Road Safety is drawing our attention not only to these physical signs, but
to the purpose behind the signs and that is 'saving lives' -- our own lives and
the lives of others. Road accidents have become so prevalent around the
world that it is described today as a 'crime against humanity.'
Stop, Look, and Listen are the sign posts on the 'highway of life' but yet this is a 'road less
traveled.' There seems to be a disconnect between the physical skill of driving and the spiritual
skill of living. Safety is not only about the adherence to rules and regulations; safety is a deeper
recognition that life is sacred and that respect for someone's life is at the center of sharing a space
in which each one has the freedom of movement.
A simple reminder to practicing safety is -- Stop, Look, and Listen. Before texting, running the
red light, crossing the street, or speeding, bring these three words into your awareness.
 Stop is to center the self and think of safety rather than trying to do things too quickly.
 Look is to be aware of what is going on around you and see safety as something that goes
beyond right and wrong.
 Listen is to hear the inner voice saying - it is better to be safe than sorry.
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THE WAY FORWARD
As we summarize this report with activities from Global Road Safety Week 2015 we look
forward for planning the activities for World Day of Remembrance (WDR) coming up on
November 15, 2015. WDR coincides
with the International Meditation
Hour observed globally from 6.30 to
7.30 pm on the third Sunday of every
month by Brahma Kumaris. Since
2012 we have organized special
events in some cities worldwide
namely, Mount Abu - India,
Barcelona - Spain, Calgary - Canada,
Colombo - Sri Lanka, Johannesburg South Africa, Khoyratty - Mauritius, London - UK, Mumbai - India, New York - USA, Orissa India etc.
We believe that peace of mind, inner stability and applying human values while following road
rules at individual level is instrumental for enhanced road safety at larger level. We all have a
role to play in road safety and in words of Rochelle Sobel, President, Association for Safe
International Road Travel (SIRT) "There are not many roads, there is a single road that extends
across the length and breadth of our vast planet. Each of us is responsible for a segment of that
road. The road safety decisions that we make or do not make, ultimately have the power to affect
the lives of people everywhere. We are One Road One World”.
Contact us:
Brahma Kumaris office for the United Nations,
866 United Nations Plaza, Suite 436,
New York, NY 10017, USA.
Email: bk@un.brahmakumaris.org
Phone: +1 212 - 688 - 1335
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